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Welcome
Since its inception in 2007, the Blackstone
LaunchPad network has sought opportunities
to elevate and promote collegiate
entrepreneurs on their journeys to build
next-generation companies and careers.
As the global pandemic continues and
in-person events remain on hold, we are
collaborating with Startup Grind, the
world’s largest community of startups,
founders, innovators, and creators, to run the
2021 LaunchPad Pitch Competition
virtually at Startup Grind’s Global
Conference.
30 impressive founders from across the
network were selected to advance to the
semifinal round. Coached by Blackstone
Ambassadors, these semifinalists will
compete for the top seven slots to pitch live at
the Startup Grind Global Conference before a
panel of industry-leading judges, for a chance
at over $50,000 in prizes.
This Lookbook contains information about
the 30 remarkable semifinalists in this year's
pitch competition.
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Students and Startups
Big & Mini | Nonprofit | Aditi Merchant
www.bigandmini.org
Description: Big & Mini is a platform that creates meaningful, 1:1
connections between young adults (Minis) and older adults (Bigs). By
virtually linking up college students in need of guidance with older
adults wanting to connect, we allow our users to share stories, laugh,
and come together to combat loneliness. With over 1,1000 active
matches from all 50 states and 25 countries just nine months since our
founding, we’re well on our way to achieving our mission of ending
loneliness and bridging societal divides.

Biobandage | Healthcare | Nadiah Mohammed
www.biobandage.weebly.com
Description: Most bandages only protect your wound and don’t
possess healing properties. Regular bandages can harm the
environment by increasing microplastics in landfills and pollution from
factories. Heal your wounds and the planet with Biobandage, a
biodegradable, 100% plastic-free bandage redesigned with healing
properties.

CarpeMed | Healthcare | Olaseni Bello
www.carpemedtravel.com
Description: CarpeMed is travel medical, a modern membership
powered by healthcare intelligence that puts high-quality medical
certainty at the forefront, not cost of service. We make it easy to find
and book best-in-class care that speaks your language, and provide
shareable health records and medical directives.A travel medical
companion that is the 1st to create a Travel Medical Community.
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Students and Startups
Clocr | Fintech | Apoorva Chintala
www.clocr.com
Description: Most people don't realize the fact that their heirs may
face extreme difficulty in finding and accessing digital assets (photos,
online money balances, medical records, messages, etc.) after they pass
away. Clocr is the first in the industry to offer a patent-pending,
RUFADAA-compliant, all-inclusive digital legacy planning and
disbursement platform, allowing individuals to assign beneficiaries for
all of their online accounts, securely store and share important
documents, and pass on messages and stories to loved ones.

EDGE Sound Research | Hardware | Ethan Castro
www.edgesoundresearch.com
Description: EDGE Sound Research creates audio systems for gamers
allowing them to both HEAR and FEEL sound in High-Definition,
simultaneously increasing a gamer's overall experience and
performance.

EyeLead | Healthcare | Viktoriya Medvedeva
www.linkedin.com/company/eyelead-smart-glasses
Description: We are creating camera integrated smart glasses for
people who are visually impaired or completely blind. The cameras scan
the user's surroundings in real-time and describe a given situation and
directions to the user through an earpiece. The glasses include object
recognition technology that allows the user to navigate themselves to a
destination safely and identify objects, people, and texts.
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Students and Startups
FLUIX LLC | Hardware | Abhishek Sastri
www.fluixengineering.com
Description: FLUIX LLC helps Workstation Providers lower data
processing time and save money for their AEC Clients. We provide a
powerful all-in-one liquid cooling solution that helps Workstation
Providers increase processing speeds and lower render wait time. Our
solution alleviates the worry of operating at thermal limits or
experiencing system crashes during AEC workloads.

FSCL | Fintech | Sam Hollander

www.getfscl.com
Description: FSCL is a financial services startup pioneering the use of
alternative finance vehicles to build a more simple, affordable and
flexible solution to finance higher education. FSCL is a company that
lies at the intersection of FinTech and EdTech, with the main objective
of alleviating the burden of the student debt crisis, both on a macro and
a micro level through the widespread use of Income Share Agreements.

Hopscotch | Healthcare | Marla Beyer
www.get-hopscotch.com
Description: Hopscotch is a digital platform that enables pediatric
behavioral health providers to provide an optimal care delivery
experience to their clients, in and out of the office. Through a suite of
plug and play software tools that include customized gamified exercises
and interventions, tailor-made telehealth, and wraparound family
support, providers can increase client and family engagement, patient
satisfaction, streamline their workflows and increase access to a wider
population.
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Students and Startups
InternBytes | Education & Employment | Jesus M. Hernandez

www.internbytes.com
Description: Online platform to rate internships. All real, internship
reviews. A website where students can share their experience, look for
opportunities, and help with decision-making.

Limitless Medical Technologies | Healthcare | Andrea Kraft

www.limitlessmedicaltechnologies.com
Description: Healthcare outcomes after surgery for patients like you
and me depend heavily on how soon potential complications are
detected and diagnosed, and for too many people this is done too late.
Intestinal leaks, which occur in about 20% of colorectal repairs, are
particularly detrimental complications, but these leaks can be easily
prevented through the implementation of our platform products: a
mobile application for symptom detection and a biodegradable film for
diagnosis.

My TeleHeal | Healthcare | Caitlin Luong
www.myteleheal.com
Description: Millions of Americans are unable to get effective mental
health services because of a language barrier, cultural stigma, and/or
high cost. My TeleHeal resolves this problem by providing an
affordable, accessible online service to non-English speakers seeking
mental health assistance in their native language and dialect. This is an
efficient and effective alternative to having interpreters during therapy
sessions.
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Students and Startups
Oga Faaji | Consumer Goods | Afolabi Soetan
www.ogafaaji.com
Description: With over 5,000 units sold within 3 years, Oga Faaji,
LLC has proven to solve a problem in a niche market of fashion by
delivering quality headwear and offering a wide variety of options. The
brand is a leader in their niche. A vague search as “African hats” in a
engine will have them at the top of your screen.

Opollo Technologies | Healthcare | Ryan Young
www.opollo.ai
Description: Operating rooms account for 60% of revenue at
healthcare facilities, yet inefficiency in surgery scheduling and
forecasting costs more than $5 billion each year. Every hour of
unscheduled time in and out of the OR costs $1,200 and the impact of
Covid-19 on healthcare systems leaves hospitals and surgery centers
fighting for every available minute.

PHIXED Systems | Biotech & Life Sciences | Achala Rao

www.phixed-systems.com
Description: PHIXED is the first bioreactor monitoring system that
uses machine learning to prevent costly losses for biomanufacturing
organizations.
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Students and Startups
Polici | Education & Employment | Aadi Kulkarni
www.polici.org
Description: Polici is a social enterprise that uses AI to summarize
research findings for academic and governmental communications
teams. In working with research centers at Duke, Cornell and the US
Department of Health and Human Services, Polici has trained its
algorithms to target research to audiences ranging from St. Louis City
social workers to New York State dairy farmers.

Ready Teddy | Healthcare | Max Orozco
www.readyteddy.io
Description: MRIs are intimidating and scary resulting in a sedation
of 49% in pediatric populations. Adequate preparation for an MRI can
avoid sedation and increase the throughput for Radiology departments.
Ready Teddy is a biofeedback MRI training that reduces sedation rates
and is creating a healthcare metric informing clinicians which patients
can avoid sedation.

realAppeal | Business Services | Joseph Noor
Website | Twitter

| Pitch Video

Description: realAppeal is an online solution that helps property
owners save on the costs of real estate ownership. realAppeal enables
homeowners and real estate investors to reduce their property taxes,
refinance loans, reduce insurance premiums and more. realAppeal’s
simple and easy-to-use online platform democratizes access to real
estate information and technology, helping property owners save
thousands of dollars in a matter of minutes.
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Students and Startups
Reallos Technologies | Business Services | Akshat Sharma

www.reallos.com
Description: Reallos helps Home Buyers throughout the entire Real
Estate Transaction by creating a personalized roadmap for them that
caters to their unique Home Buying needs. At each stage, we proactively
connect and engage the user with the required Real Estate Professional
(Lenders, agents, title companies, home insurance providers, etc.) that
can best help them complete the transaction. The resulting solution is
an effective, easy, and transparent home buying experience for
everyone.

Saru Recycling | Business Services | Mahmood Shaheen

www.sarurecycling.com
Description: Saru Recycling builds autonomous, solar-powered waste
management units that reduce landfill waste and optimize refuse
disposal to benefit firms and users alike. We use advanced telemetry
and object recognition to sort waste at the point of disposal and gather
data in real-time to reduce emissions and save hosts money. Merging
the convenience of traditional waste methods with modern incentives,
Saru Recycling aims to reimagine recycling for the modern world.

Sector | Education & Employment | Riley Jones
www.joinsector.com
Description: Sector builds smart job search software & facilitated
curriculums for last-mile upskilling. We help the $1.1trillion domestic
workforce training market of boot camps, colleges, workforce programs
& governments deliver on their job promises. In doing so, we will
facilitate 56,000+ upskilling organizations in increasing their outcomes
& ability to serve 120mm + job seekers.
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Students and Startups
Seren | Business Services | Olayinka Omolere
www.seren.cc
Description: Will workers return entirely to offices post COVID?
Unlikely. WFH is here to stay in various forms, however organic
conversations that preserve culture, and foster innovation are missing
remotely. Seren creates spontaneous & customised watercooler calls
among co-workers, and embeds in communication tools, so staying
connected is effortless. We are solving the biggest problems for WFH,
starting with watercooler chats.

SporeAttic | Consumer Goods | Benjamin Deuling

www.sporeattic.com
Description: SporeAttic LLC is a commercial gourmet mushroom
farm that recently launched in Bozeman, MT. We're selling a wide
variety of gourmet mushrooms to local restaurants and farmer's
markets. We will soon be expanding into local food subscription
programs and online markets to offer our mushrooms as well as a line
of mushroom grow kits.

StartSmart | Education & Employment | Caitlyn Yang

www.startsmart.co
Description: 69% of teens say they have a business idea, but only 5%
have actually started a real, sustainable business. Without significant
early-stage development, a supportive network, entrepreneur-led
mentorship, and access to funding, young innovators will continue to
struggle to navigate the world of entrepreneurship. StartSmart is an
Entrepreneur Development Organization powering Grasshopperfund,
the first go-to marketplace for youth-led startups. We partner with
school districts and academic partners to facilitate online Youth
Entrepreneur Development Programs, connect young founders with
experienced Entrepreneurs, and fund startups through a rewards-based
crowdfunding platform.
@BXLaunchPad
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Students and Startups
The Lichen Lab | Biotech & Life Sciences | Will Landry

www.linkedin.com/company/thelichenlab/
Description: The Lichen Lab helps research organizations pilot
innovations in laboratory sustainability, particularly those affecting
behavioral change. We are currently working with UC San Diego and
MIT to pilot novel fume hood sash closing technologies. We use motion
alarms to help researchers remember to keep fume hoods closed in
their labs, which can save >$1k annually in electricity costs per hood.

The TRE Project | Biotech & Life Sciences | Rudy O. Dunbar

www.rodgdc.wixsite.com/website/
Description: For urban residents, especially those in historically
neglected communities who struggle with the impacts of air pollutants,
excessive heat, and a lack of digital connectivity, our product, Trē is a
self sustaining urban shade structure that creates a safe and
comfortable place to escape the heat while accessing various amenities
such as WiFi and device charging, and also bringing beauty and
greenery to the neighborhood.

Tyme | Nonprofit | Riese Wismer

www.tyme4survivors.com
Description: With nearly 100,000 college sexual assault survivors per
year, it is obvious that the current Title IX system is broken. Tyme is the
first survivor-focused reporting platform that redesigns the Title IX
reporting process for both survivors and university administrators.
Tyme’s comprehensive platform offers secure, time-stamped
documentation for instances of sexual assault, harassment and
discrimination, facilitates secure, encrypted reporting to any university
in the United States, provides access to Title IX education, and connects
survivors directly with advocates, investigators, and resources.
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Students and Startups
Unlimited Jewelry | Consumer Goods | Soraye Lara
www.linkedin.com/company/unlimited-jewelry/
Description: Unlimited Jewelry is a fashion company for customers
who want to be a part of the movement to end human trafficking in
Texas. Unlike most fashion companies, Unlimited will restore the
dignity of survivors through handcrafted jewelry.

Volymi | Healthcare | Molly O’Mara
www.volymi.eu
Description: Paralysed wheelchair users cannot see the capacity of
their urinary catheter bag and are constantly anxious. If this fills
completely, many health risks arise such as a stroke. We at Volymi have
developed a smart wearable device to notify the user on the capacity of
their urinary catheter bag for the first time so a carer can take
appropriate action.

Yaupon Brothers American Tea | Consumer Goods | Kyle White

www.yauponbrothers.com
Description: Yaupon Brothers Tea is a company that makes tea from
the FL native Yaupon Holly. Yaupon is an antioxidant rich plant that
also happens to be the only native caffeinated plant in the entire US.
Since Yaupon is native it requires very little soil inputs and would offer
a high value low cost cash crop for FL farmers affected by the citrus
greening crisis.
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